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Outcomes

 Explore the nature of evaluation through the lens of both a 

fixed and growth mindset. 

 Understand the influence of performance and learning 

orientation on the evaluation process.

 Understand how mediation can be an entry point into data 

conversations around the evaluation process. 



Norms

 Go slow to gain momentum to go fast.

 Flexibility and fluidity of thinking is encouraged.

 Be present and aware of self.

 Surrender your identity for now.

 Open acceptance of all ideas (even those challenging your 
identity).

 Trust the process.



Activator: Give One, Get One…

 Write down an effective strategy you have used to engage in 

conversations about the evaluation process. 

 Be prepared to: 

 Move around the room and introduce yourself to a colleague you 

do not know (not sitting at your table). 

 Share your name, role, where your work, and strategy. 

 Allow your colleague to do the same. 

 If time permits, move again and share with another colleague 

you don’t know.



Seasonal Partners



The “Essence of Evaluation”

Evaluation has been developed to assist and extend the ability to 

observe, understand, and make judgments about policies, 

programs, and objects that are deemed valuable. It is not simply 

about methods and rules. 



The “Essence of Evaluation”

Evaluation forms a middle ground between over reliance on and 

over-application of methods, general principles, and rules to 

making sense of ordinary life (on a regular basis) on one hand, 

and advocating trust in personal inspiration and sheer intuition 

on the other. Thus, the evaluator is a helping practitioner who 

helps constituents to “cultivate critical intelligence”. 

(Schwandt, 2001) 



Definition of Evaluation

We define evaluation as identification, clarification, and 

application of defensible criteria to determine an evaluation 

object’s value (worth or merit) in relation to those criteria. 

One important role of an evaluator is to help constituents 

articulate their criteria and stimulate dialogue about them. 

(Program Evaluation: Alternative Approaches and Practical Guidelines: 4th Edition)



Focus Read

✓ Got it. I know and/or understand this. 

! This is really important or interesting.

? I don’t understand this or this does not make 

sense. 



Turn ’n’ Talk

 Find your Football partner.

 As you consider the essence and the definition of evaluation, 

 What might be the common thread? 

 When you think about the definitions, is there a formative and summative 

aspect? If so, explain.

 Why is understanding the connection between the two important?

 What ideas might be contradictory to your current thinking?



The Bottom Line…

It’s all about improving student achievement.



MERA’s Mission

 The mission of MERA is to promote accurate, high 

quality, appropriate, and ethical use of research, 

assessment, and evaluation processes that improve 

teaching and learning in education. 



What’s the Difference? 

Evaluation's outcome/purpose = judge worth. 

MERA’s outcome/mission = use evaluation 

process to improve teaching and learning.



Improving Teaching and Learning is a 2nd Order 
change which is rooted in 

BELIEF



Break



Article: 1st & 2nd Order Change?
Prompt and Respond – Pumpkin Partner

 Partners will read individually until they reach an 

agreed upon stopping point.

 Partners discuss key ideas and concepts.

 Take one minute to record your thinking.

 Continue the process until the process is completed.

 Large group discussion.



Beneath the Surface

Structural 

Change

Cultural 

Change



Structural Change 

 In school suspension

 Small learning communities

 New reading/mathematics program

 Flexible, block schedules

 Ninth-grade academies

 Career academies

 Common planning time

 Professional learning communities



Cultural Change

 Common set of beliefs

 Shared mission, vision, values and goals

 Heightened expectations

 Shared intentions

 New ways of interacting

 Culture of dialogue





Points to Ponder

 Consider what level of change you are living in right now. 

 Why isn’t more attention paid to 2nd order change?

 How does what you believe impact what you do?

 How does your belief about evaluation impact what you do? 

(what you measure, look for, observe, the conversations that 

you hold, the templates you design.)



Priming the Pump: “A Potpourri of Words!”

Circle the words you associate with evaluation. 

effectiveness value  analyze  appraise  critique cost benefit testing   assessment 

learning standards utility  working well  criteria rank  inspect test judge 

significance  quality  diagnostic  value judgment worthy of merit potential 

improvement feedback mediation inquiry successful  collaborative learning 

formative aspiring growing  developing  influence  merit  judgment  examine score



Pyramid of Influence



Table Talk

 What is the basic intention of the evaluation process? 

 In what ways does the basic intention of evaluation (judge worth) facilitate 

deep change? If so, how, if not, why not? 

 How does the nature of the evaluation process limit the lens of the 

evaluator? 

 How might the tools we use narrow thinking versus expand thinking? 

 In what ways, does the process of evaluation develop the capability for 

critical intelligence? Or does it? 



Hmmm…

 Could it be, that we want an outcome from the 

evaluation process that is not inherently designed in 

the outcome process? 

 Just like systems are designed to inherently produce 

what they are designed to produce, the evaluation 

process will produce what it is designed to, which is 

judge worth or merit, not facilitate deep change.



Lunch



Fixed vs. Growth Mindset 
Ted Talk - Edward Briceno 



Fixed vs. Growth Mindset
Ted Talk - Edward Briceno 



Fixed Mindset

 A fixed mindset assumes that our character, 

intelligence, and creative ability are static and 

unchangeable, and that success is the affirmation of 

natural or fixed characteristics.

 In a fixed mindset, people strive to validate their 

fixed perceptions about themselves at all costs.

Muhammad, A.  (2015). Overcoming the Achievement Gap 



Growth Mindset

“A growth mindset is the antithesis of the fixed mindset. 

People who operate from this mindset thrive on 

challenge, and they see failure as a natural part of the 

growth process that helps us to expand and improve 

upon our existing abilities to build capacity”. 

Muhammad, A.  (2015). Overcoming the Achievement Gap 



What Lens Do I Wear?

INFLUENCES

Self Capacity

Reactions to Feedback

Student Capacity

Relationships

Instructional
Practices

Evaluation



Mindset: Carol S. Dweck & Jeff Howard

Thoughts, 
Feelings and 
Actions After 

Failure or 
Difficulty

Orientation 
Dominant 

Goal

Theory of 
Intelligence



Fixed Mindset



Performance Orientation (PO)

The learner ponders the questions

• Is my ability adequate?

• How do I prove I am smart? 

• How do I avoid failure?



Growth Mindset



Learning Orientation (LO)

The learner explores the questions

• What must I do to get better?

• How do I improve?

• What is the feedback telling me?



How Does What You Do As An Evaluator Create A 
Lens? 

Evaluation is defined as determining the worth or merit of an 

evaluation object (whatever is evaluated).

We defined evaluation as the identification, clarification, and 

application of defensible criteria to determine an evaluation 

object’s value (worth or merit) in relation to those criteria. 

(Program Evaluation: Alternative Approaches and Practical Guidelines: 4th Edition)



Key Dialogue Questions: Leaf Partner

What sense are you making

about growth vs. fixed mindset? 

What applications/implications 

does it have for your work? 



Evaluator’s Role…

Essence of Evaluation: 

"Thus, the evaluator is a helping practitioner who helps 

constituents to “cultivate critical intelligence”. 

Definition of Evaluation: 

“One important role of an evaluator is to help constituents 

articulate their criteria and stimulate dialogue about them.” 

(Program Evaluation: Alternative Approaches and Practical Guidelines: 4th Edition)



Point to Ponder

 What thinking does the evaluation process tend to 

facilitate (fixed or growth)? 

 What needs to be added to the evaluation mindset 

to facilitate change? 



Got Data…Now What? 

“It is irresponsible for a school to mobilize, initiate, and 

act without any conscious way of determining whether 

such expenditure of time and energy is having a 

desirable effect.”

-Carl Glickman



Got Data…Now What?

 “There are no truths, only stories.”
Simon Oritz

 “We are a society that is data rich, but information 
poor.” 

Robert H. Waterman



Four Value Shifts: Developing Cultures of Collaborative Inquiry

Shifting From

 Professional autonomy

 Knowledge delivery

 Externally mandated   

improvement

 Quick fix

Shifting To

 Collaborative practice

 Knowledge construction

 Internally motivated 

improvement

 Continuous growth

Lipton & Wellman (2012)



Mediation

The definition of mediate is to consciously 
and skillfully influence thinking and 
feeling. 

Mediation propels ACTION.

 The power of posing mediational 
questions during a dialogue.



So, What Can We Do?
Planning, Conducting and Reporting

 Ask questions that expand thinking based in a belief that 

people have unlimited capacity and have the answer that 

will initiate deep change.

 Ask questions that open thinking, expand and deepen 

ideas, perspectives, and breadth by inquiring for 

implications, intentions, elaborations, perspectives, new or 

additional ideas, and reflections.



So, What Can We Do?
Planning, Conducting and Reporting

 Ask questions that focus thinking, increase precision 

of language and thought by inquiring for details, 

examples, applications, definitions, and criteria.



1st Order Questions

You are evaluating the new attendance improvement plan to decrease the 

first hour tardiness in the building. The plan is not working.

 What is to be evaluated? 

 Why the evaluation has been proposed? 

 Who is the client and stakeholders and what do they want to learn? 

 What is the design? 



1st Order Questions:

 Specify how and when information will be collected. 

 How will we report the data? 

 What are the next steps?

 What is the evidence and what does it show regarding 

stakeholder satisfaction with the results?

 What is the evidence and what does it show regarding 

achievement of the measurable objectives for subgroups 

and their counterparts?



2nd Order Questions

Capacity Building

 What might be some challenges to the existing attendance plan?  

What are the beliefs that underlie those challenges? 

 As you reflect on your planning meeting with the staff, what might 

be some indicators that there was a shared understanding of the 

plan?

 What were the success indicators?



2nd Order Questions

 What might be some reasons the program was implemented with 

or without fidelity?

 How might dialogue among all personnel in the program influence 

outcomes?

 How might these unintended consequences affect the 

program/strategy?

 How was the execution of the plan in alignment with the intent of 

the plan?



2nd Order Questions

 In what ways are temporary teacher certifications affecting school 

discipline and attendance?

 In what ways has differentiation improved attendance for special 

needs students?

 In what ways might student voice inform our decisions around the 

attendance plan?



Questions for Mediation

 What might happen if adjustments were made with the original 

plan?

 What mindset might exist in this culture that could influence your 

plan?

 Knowing that we correlate attendance with high achievement, how 

might this value be communicated to our staff and students in our 

plan?



Questions for Mediation

 What might be the conversation starter to begin the dialogue 

(shared understanding, not a decision)?

 How do you envision our partnership?

 What might be some benefits for our meeting quarterly to revisit 

the plan’s goals?



Assist Form



Break



Your Turn

With your Starbucks partner:

Think of an initiative that went awry. The target was not 
met. 

 What went wrong?

 What are questions for the first order change 

(structural)?

 What are questions for the second order change 

(cultural)?



Large Group Debrief

 What’s becoming clearer to you about your 
role as an evaluator?
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